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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let T X be the tensor bialgebra over an alphabet X. It is a graded
connected cocommutative bialgebra, canonically isomorphic to the en-
Ž .veloping bialgebra of the free Lie algebra over X, Lie X . The subalgebra
of its convolution algebra generated by the projections arising from the
graduation is also an algebra for the composition of morphisms and is
anti-isomorphic as such with the direct sum of Solomon's symmetric
w xgroups descent algebras R2 . For example, the canonical projections
Ž .arising from the isomorphism between T X and the enveloping bialgebra
Ž .of Lie X belong to this convolution algebra and may be identified with
Ž w x.certain idempotents of the symmetric groups algebras see GR, R2 .
More generally, over a field of characteristic zero, any connected graded
cocommutative bialgebra A is canonically isomorphic to the enveloping
Žbialgebra of the Lie algebra of its primitive elements Cartier]Milnor]
w x.Moore theorem; see MM . As for the tensor algebra, this isomorphism
has a combinatorial description and the associated canonical projections
1Current address: IRMA, 7 rue Rene Descartes, 67084 Strasbourg, France. E-mail:Â
reutenaue@math.u-strasbg.fr.
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w xlie in a suitable descent algebra P1 . Moreover these results yield an
effective computation of the inverse map to the canonical map from the
enveloping bialgebra of the Lie algebra of primitive elements to A and, as
a corollary, a new combinatorial proof of the Cartier]Milnor]Moore
w xtheorem P1 . All these results dualize automatically into properties of the
Ž .shuffle or cotensor algebra over an alphabet and on connected commuta-
tive bialgebras.
The Cartier]Milnor]Moore theorem has a weak form, known as the
Ž w x.Leray theorem see MM, Theorem 7.5 . In the setting of connected
graded commutative bialgebras, it asserts that any section of the projection
from the augmentation ideal I of such a bialgebra A to the vector space of
indecomposables IrI 2 induces an isomorphism between the free commu-
tative algebra over IrI 2 and A. The dual statement states that any retract
Ž .of the inclusion of the vector space of primitive elements Prim A into the
augmentation ideal of a connected cocommutative graded bialgebra A
induces an isomorphism between the cofree cocommutative coalgebra over
Ž .Prim A and A. When A is the tensor algebra, such a retract is called a
ŽLie idempotent at least if it can be computed in the group algebras of the
w x.symmetric groups, naturally acting on the tensor algebra R2 .
These idempotents have a long history. We are interested in this paper
in their combinatorics in relation to the structure of bialgebras. Given a
family of Lie idempotents, using their convolution products, we construct
and study families of idempotents whose properties yield an effective proof
of the dual Leray theorem. In particular, we define three families of
w xidempotents which all generalize those of GR and reduce to them when
one chooses as Lie idempotent the canonical one in the tensor bialgebra
Ž .T X . The second one is the most interesting from our point of view, since
it describes the combinatorics underlying the dual Leray theorem. The last
w xone generalizes a construction by Krob, Leclerc, and Thibon KLT ; our
approach to these idempotents is different from theirs and emphasizes the
combinatorics of the tensor bialgebras.
2. LIE IDEMPOTENTS AND THEIR
CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS
We are working in all that follows with connected graded cocommuta-
Žtive bialgebras our statements extend easily by duality to statements on
.connected graded commutative bialgebras .
Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let A s [‘ A be a connectedns0 n
Žgraded cocommutative bialgebra over F. The product of A resp. the
. Ž . Ž .coproduct, the unit, the counit is written P resp. D, h, e . Let L A be
Ž .the set of degree 0 linear graded endomorphisms of A. The convolution
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Ž .product f ) g of two elements f , g of L A is defined by
f ) g [ P( f m g (D .Ž .
Ž .For this product, L A is an associative algebra with unit h(e , called the
Ž w x .con¤olution algebra of A see, e.g., B, K, P1 for more details .
Ž . Ž .A composition l of n G 0 of length l l s k is a k-tuple l s l , . . . , l1 k
< <of strictly positive integers whose weight l [ l q ??? ql is equal to n.1 k
A partition is a weakly increasing composition. To each composition l is
Ž .associated a unique partition p l by reordering the sequence l into
increasing order.
DEFINITION 2.1. For a given connected graded cocommutative bialge-
Ž .bra A, we call Lie idempotent any element of L A which is idempotent
Ž .for the composition of endomorphisms and whose image is Prim A .
In other words, a Lie idempotent i is a left inverse of the canonical
injection
j: Prim A ¤ A.Ž .
When A is the tensor algebra, this definition extends the classical defini-
w xtion of Lie idempotents R2 .
Ž .Let p g L A be the canonical projection on A , the degree nn n
Ž .component of A. The subalgebra D A of the convolution algebra of A
Ž .generated by the family p is, by definition, the descent algebra of A.n ng N
If i is a Lie idempotent, we set
i [ p ( i s i( p s p ( i( pn n n n n
for n G 0. Note that these equalities hold because i is homogeneous and
preserves the grading. Note also that i s 0, since A s F.0 0
DEFINITION 2.2. If i is a Lie idempotent for A, the i-descent algebra
D of A is the subalgebra of the convolution algebra of A generated by thei
Ž .family i .n ng N
For any composition l of length k, let us set
i [ i ) ??? ) i .l l l1 k
The convolution product is homogeneous; hence i s p ( i ( p . Thusl < l < l < l <
the i-descent algebra decomposes as a direct sum,
‘
D s D .[i i n
ns0
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Indeed, any element f of D is the sum of its restrictions f [ p ( f ( pi n n n
to the components A of A. Observe that, by the very definition of D , then i
 4family i spans D linearly.l < l <sn i n
Ž . ŽEXAMPLE. Let e be the canonical projection on Prim A by definition,
we is the logarithm of the identity in the convolution algebra of A R2, GR,
x. Ž .P1 . Then D identifies with the descent algebra of A, D A . Whene
Ž . ŽA s T X , the tensor algebra over an infinite alphabet X equivalently,
.the algebra of noncommutative polynomials on X , then the e 's arel
Ž . w xlinearly independent and form a basis of D A R2 .
3. HIGHER LIE IDEMPOTENTS OF THE FIRST KIND
Let us begin with some observations. First of all, i ( i s d i , by then m m n n
very definition of i. Moreover, since i maps A onto its primitive part, we
have for any x g A,
D( i x s i x m 1 q 1 m i x .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
< < < <Observe also that we have for all l, m such that l / m , i ( i s 0.l m
LEMMA 3.1. Let m, l be two compositions of the same weight and the
same length k.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If p l / p m , then i ( i s 0.m l
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If p l s p m , then i ( i s Ni , where N is the number ofm l m
 4 Ž . Ž .permutations of 1, . . . , k which act tri¤ially on the sequence p m s p l .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let D resp. P be the iterated coproduct resp. product mapk k
mk Ž mk .from A to A resp. A to A . More generally, for any l G 2 and
k G 3, let D be the coproduct of the coalgebra Am l and let D be thel2 lk
m l Ž m l.mk Ž .associated iterated coproduct from A to A so that D s D . Allk 1k
we need is the definition of D , which is defined by D s f (Dmk, wherek k k k k
f is defined, using tensors indexed by k by k matrices, by
f x m x m ??? m x m x m x m ??? m x m ??? m xŽ .11 12 1k 21 22 2 k k k
s x m x m ??? m x m x m x m ??? m x m ??? m x .11 21 k1 12 22 k 2 k k
Now, by the very definition of i and i ,m l
i ( i s P ( i m ??? m i (D (P ( i m ??? m i (D .Ž . Ž .m l k m m k k l l k1 k 1 k
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It follows from the general properties of Hopf algebras that D (P sk k
Ž .mk Ž w x.P (D see, e.g., P2 , so thatk k k
mk
i ( i s P ( i m ??? m i ( P (D ( i m ??? m i (D .Ž .Ž . Ž .m l k m m k k k l l k1 k 1 k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Since i x is primitive, we have D i x s i x m 1 ??? m 1 q 1 ml k l l
Ž . Ž .i x ??? m 1 q 1 m ??? m i x . Thus we can compute the action ofl l
Ž . mkD ( i m ??? m i on a tensor product x m ??? m x g A explicitly.k k l l 1 k1 k
Ž mk .mk Ž mk . Ž mk .The corresponding element in A s A m ??? m A is a linear
Ž .combination of two kinds of tensor products: some of the form ???
Ž mk . Ž .m ??? m 1 m ??? m ??? and some which contain one and exactly one
Ž . Ž mk .term i x in each tensor product A . In fact, there are exactly k! suchl ii
elements, which can be parametrized by the elements of the symmetric
group S . Explicitly, define for s g S , the k 2-tensor x byk k s
x s y m y m ??? m y m y m y m ??? m y m ??? m y ,s 11 21 k1 12 22 k 2 k k
Ž . Ž . Žwhere y s i x if s j s i, and y s 1 otherwise. Then D ( ii j l i i j k k li 1
.Ž .m ??? m i x m ??? m x is equal to Ý x plus a sum of tensorsl 1 k s g S sk n
z m z m ??? m z , where for at least one j, one has that all z are11 21 k k i j
equal to 1, for i s 1, . . . , k. If we apply P to the whole sum, we obtaink
Ž . Ž .Ý i x m ??? m i x plus a sum of tensors having at least as g S l s Ž1. l s Žk .k s Ž1. s Žk .
Ž .factor 1. Applying now i m ??? m i , we obtain Ý i ( i xm m s g S m l s Ž1.1 k k 1 s Ž1.
Ž . Ž .m ??? m i ( i x , since i 1 s 0. The previous sum vanishes, unlessm l s Žk . mk s Žk .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p l s p m , which proves i . In case ii , since i ( i s i if m s l, andm l m
Ž . Ž .0 otherwise, we obtain that the sum is equal to Ýi x m ??? m i x ,m s Ž1. m s Žk .1 k
where the sum is over all s in S such that for i s 1, . . . , k, m s l .k i s Ž i.
Note that there are N such permutations. Now, this sum is equal to
Ž . Ž .Ý i m ??? m i (s x m ??? m x , where s denotes here the naturalm m 1 k1 k
action of the symmetric group on Amn. Since the coproduct is commuta-
Ž . Ž mk . Ž .tive, we deduce that i m ??? m i ( Ł (D ( i m ??? m i (D sm m k k k l l k1 k 1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i m ??? m i (s (D s Ý i m ??? m i (D , which implies ii .m m k m m k1 k 1 k
A similar calculation, which we omit, proves the following result.
LEMMA 3.2. Let m, l be two compositions of the same weight such that
Ž . Ž .l m ) l l . Then
i ( i s 0.m l
Ž .DEFINITION 3.3 Higher Lie idempotents of the first kind . Let l be a
given partition. Then the element Ei of D is defined byl i
1
iE [ i .Ýl ml l !Ž . Ž .p m sl
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Ž .Remark. If i s e, the canonical idempotent of T X , the idempotents
e w x Ž .E are the idempotents of GR . This follows directly from formulas 9.2.3l
Ž . w xand 9.2.4 in R2 , compared to the formula in the previous definition.
THEOREM 3.4. The Ei are idempotents. If m and l are two partitionsl
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that either l m ) l l , or l m s l l and m / l, then
Ei ( Ei s 0.m l
i Ž . Ž .In general, the E are not orthogonal, since when l m - l l , thel
product does not always vanish.
Proof. Let f s Ý a i , a g F. ThenpŽa .sl a a a
f ( f s a a i ( i s a a NiÝ Ýa b a b a b a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p a sp b sl p a sp b sl
Ž .by Lemma 3.1 ii . Thus f is idempotent if and only if, for any a with
Ž .p a s l, one has Ý a N s 1.pŽ b .sl b
Now we take f s Ei. Let l s 1n1 ??? k nk and let S be the subgroup ofl l
w Ž .xthe permutations in S such that ; i g 1, l l , l s l . Then S ( SlŽl. i s Ž i. l n1
Ž .= ??? = S and N s n ! ??? n !. Then, since n q ??? qn s l l , a sn 1 k 1 k bk
Ž . Ž .1r n q ??? qn !; moreover, the number of b with p b s l is equal to1 k
Ž .the multinomial coefficient n q ??? qn !rn ! ??? n !. It follows from the1 k 1 k
previous calculation that f is idempotent.
Now, let m and l be as in the theorem. Then Ei ( Ei is a linearm l
Ž . Ž . Ž .combination of i ( i with l a ) l b in the first case, and with l a sa b
Ž . Ž . Ž .l b and p a / p b in the second case. In both cases, this product
vanishes by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.1.
4. HIGHER LIE IDEMPOTENTS OF THE SECOND KIND
We define in this section a second family of higher Lie idempotents.
They form a complete family of orthogonal idempotents and are the most
natural and interesting family of higher Lie idempotents. As a corollary,
we give a new and effective proof of the dual Leray theorem.
Ž .DEFINITION 4.1 Higher Lie idempotents of the second kind . We
i Ž . Ž .define elements F in End A ; L A by induction on the length of thel n
partition l of weight n:
F i [ Ei s i ,Žn. Žn. n
F i [ 1 y F i ( Ei .Ýl m lž /
Ž . Ž .l m -l l
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Ž . iRemarks. 1 The F , which are shown to be orthogonal idempotentsm
below, are obtained by an orthogonalization procedure from the Ei ; inm
particular, if the latter are already orthogonal, one has Ei s F i. Inm m
Ž .particular, when A s T X and i s e, then the higher Lie idempotents of
w xthe second kind are the same as those of GR .
Ž .2 Since, in general, the descent algebra D is not stable underi
composition of morphisms, the F i do not belong necessarily to D . Theyl i
Ž .do, for example, when the Lie idempotents i belong to D A since, inn
Ž . Ž .that case, D s D A this will be proved in Theorem 5.1 .i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . iLEMMA 4.2. If l m ) l l , or if l m s l l and m / l, then F (m
F i s 0.l
Proof. By definition, F i can be expanded as a linear combination ofl
i i Ž . Ž .E ( ??? ( E , with k s 1 and l s l or k G 2 and l l - l l . Similarly,l l 1 11 k
i iŽ .F is of the form ??? ( E . Hence Theorem 3.4 implies the lemma.m m
THEOREM 4.3. The higher Lie idempotents of the second kind form a
complete family of orthogonal idempotents.
Note that some of these idempotents may be 0, and that ``complete''
means that the sum of those which act on A is equal to p .n n
Proof. First of all, they are idempotents; indeed
2i i i i i i i iF s F ( 1 y F ( E s F y F ( F ( E .Ž . Ý Ýl l m l l l m lž / ž /
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l m -l l l m -l l
i i Ž . Ž .Since by Lemma 4.2, F ( F s 0 if l m - l l we havel m
2 2i i i i iF s F ( E s 1 y F ( EŽ . Ž .Ýl l l m lž /
Ž . Ž .l m -l l
s 1 y F i ( Ei s F i .Ý m l lž /
Ž . Ž .l m -l l
We prove that they are orthogonal by induction on the length of the
partitions. Let us assume that all the idempotents of the second kind
associated to partitions of length less than k are orthogonal. Let m and l
be distinct partitions, of length F k, with one of them of length k. By
i i Ž .Lemma 4.2, all we have to show is that F ( F s 0 when l m - k andm l
Ž .l l s k. Then
F i ( F i s F i ( 1 y F i ( Ei ;Ým l m b lž /
Ž . Ž .l b -l l
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but by the induction hypothesis, F i ( F i s d , so thatm b mb
F i ( F i s F i ( 1 y F i ( Ei s 0,Ž .m l m m l
and the proof of the orthogonality is complete.
Ž i.Finally, since F is a family of orthogonal idempotents, to provem < m <sn
Ž i.that it is a complete family amounts to proving that Ý Im F s A< m <sn m n
Ž .this sum is actually direct by orthogonality . But, by the triangularity
condition in the definition of the F i 's, this amounts to proving thatm
Ž i . iŽ . iŽ .Ý Im E s A : indeed, we have by Definition 4.1 that E x s F x< m <sn m n l l
i i Ž . Ž .plus a sum of E ( ??? ( E with l l - l l , which proves inductively thatl l 11 k
the equality with the images of the E's implies the one with the F 's.
Since A is a graded cocommutative connected bialgebra of characteris-
tic zero, it is by the Cartier]Milnor]Moore theorem isomorphic to the
Ž .enveloping algebra of Prim A . Hence, by the Poincare]Birkhoff]WittÂ
theorem it is the direct sum of its subspaces Al, where for any partition
Ž . Žl, the latter subspace is spanned by the elements a , . . . , a s 1r1 k
.k! Ý a ??? a , for any choice of homogeneous primitive elementsk g S s Ž1. s Žk .k
Ž . Ž .a , with deg a s l and l s l , . . . , l . Now, let us verify that thei i i 1 k
restriction of Ei to Al is the identity, which will finish the proof.l
Ž .Indeed, if the a are as above, consider the sum Ý i ) ??? ) i a ??? a ,i m m m 1 k1 k
over all compositions which are a rearrangement of the partition l. It is
Ž .equal to Ý P ( i m ??? m i (D a ??? a , and this, since the a arem k m m k 1 k i1 k
primitive and since i is the identity on the homogeneous primitivem
elements of degree m, is equal to Ý a ??? a . Since the sames g S s Ž1. s Žk .k
result holds if we replace the product a ??? a by one of its permutation,1 k
i Ž .and since E is equal by definition to 1rk! Ý i , we conclude thatl m m
iŽ . Ž . iE a , . . . , a is equal to a , . . . , a , which shows that E is the identityl 1 k 1 k l
lon A .
Recall that the cofree cocommutati¤e coalgebra on a vector space V over
Ž mn.SnF is the space [ V , the direct sum of the S -invariants in theng N n
tensor algebra over V, with the coproduct inherited from this tensor
Žalgebra that is, the one for which elements of V are primitive and which is
.a homomorphism of the tensor algebra .
Ž .COROLLARY 4.4 Effective dual Leray theorem . The canonical map
Snmnmni (D : A ‹ Prim AŽ .Ž .[ [n
ngN ngN
is a coalgebra isomorphism between A and the cofree cocommutati¤e coalge-
lŽ Ž ..bra o¤er Prim A. Moreo¤er, denote by Sym Prim A the subspace of
Ž Ž .mk .Sk Ž .Prim A spanned by the elements 1rk! Ý x m ??? m x , withs g S s Ž1. s Žk .k
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Ž . Ž . Ž .x g Prim A homogeneous, deg x s l , l s l , . . . , l . Then the re-i i i 1 k
lŽ Ž .. Ž Ž . .Žstriction of the in¤erse isomorphism to Sym Prim A is the map 1rl l ! 1
i.y Ý F (P .lŽ m .- lŽl. m k
lŽ Ž ..The corollary follows, once it is noted that Sym Prim A is canonically
isomorphic to Al, through the map P .k
5. HIGHER LIE IDEMPOTENTS OF THE THIRD KIND
Using the formal algebraic properties of noncommutative symmetric
w xfunctions, Krob, Leclerc, and Thibon KLT have shown that, given a Lie
Ž .idempotent i in the tensor algebra on an infinite alphabet whose compo-
nents i belong to the descent algebra, a family of higher Lie idempotents,n
w xwhich generalize the idempotents of GR , can be associated to it. These
idempotents have interesting combinatorial properties. Our approach
makes the link with higher Lie idempotents of the second kind; it sheds
some light on the combinatorial meaning of these idempotents.
In the next result, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the
Ž .equality of the descent algebra D A of A and the i-descent algebra D .i
THEOREM 5.1. Let i be a Lie idempotent. The following conditions are
equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i D A s D .i
Ž . Ž .ii For any n, i g D A .n
Ž .iii For any n, p g D .n i
Ž .iv D is closed under composition.i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. That i implies ii is clear; suppose that ii holds. Denote by e
Ž .the canonical idempotent, i.e., the one defined by the formula e s log# id ,
Ž .where log# is the logarithm in the convolution algebra. Then D A s D ,e
so that i can be expanded with respect to the e . We thus haven l
i s a e q ) e , )Ž .Ýn n m
m
Ž .where the sum is over the composition m of weight n and not equal to n ,
and where a and ) denote scalars. We multiply this by e on the right inn
Ž .L A ; since i is a Lie idempotent, we have e s i ( e . Thus we obtainn n n
e s a e , since e ( e s 0 by Lemma 3.2. Thus, in case e / 0, a s 1;n n m n n
and in case e s 0, we must also have i s 0 and we may take a s 1 inn n
Ž .) . This shows that for a suitable ordering, we may write down a
unipotent transition matrix from the e 's to the i 's. Hence they span thel l
Ž .same subspace and D A s D .i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, that i implies iii is also clear. Suppose that iii holds. Then,
Ž .since D is closed under convolution, it contains D A , hence the e . Wei n
Ž .then argue as above exchanging i and e to conclude that D s D si e
Ž .D A .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is clear that i implies iv . Now, if iv holds then, since D is closedi
under convolution, it contains the higher Lie idempotents of the first kind
by Definition 3.3, hence also the higher Lie idempotents of the second
kind by Definition 4.1. But we have by Theorem 4.3 that
F i s p .Ý m n
< <m sn
Ž . Ž .It follows that the p are in D ; thus iii holds, hence also i .n i
Ž .In the sequel we assume that D A s D . Then we may write, for somei
scalars ai ,m
p s ai i .Ýn m m
< <m sn
w x w xThe following definition generalizes GR and KLT .
Ž .DEFINITION 5.2 Higher Lie idempotents of the third kind . For any
partition l, we set
E i [ ai ? i .Ýl m m
Ž .p m sl
Remark. By Definition 3.3 and the remark in Section 3, the E i reducel
w x Ž .to the idempotents of GR if one takes i s e in A s T X .
LEMMA 5.3. The higher idempotents of the third kind are quasi-idempo-
tents.
Recall that a quasi-idempotent is an element whose square is a scalar
multiple of itself.
Ž .Proof. In fact, according to Lemma 3.1 ii , any linear combination of
Ž .the i 's with p m s l, for a given partition l, is quasi-idempotent.m
Ž .Indeed, for any family b of coefficientsm pŽ m .sl
2
b i s b b i ( iÝ Ým m m m m m1 2 1 2ž /
Ž . Ž . Ž .p m sl p m sp m sl1 2
s b b Ni s b N b i .Ý Ý Ým m m m m m1 2 1 ž / ž /
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p m sp m sl p m sl p m sl1 2
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THEOREM 5.4. The higher Lie idempotents of the third kind form a
complete family of orthogonal idempotents.
Proof. Let us choose a total order ) of the set of partitions l of a
Ž . Ž .given weight n, such that l ) n if l l ) l n : we order the partitions first
by length, then arbitrarily in the set of partitions of a given length. The
proof of the theorem is by decreasing induction relative to this ordering.
Observe first that, according to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,
E i ( E i s 0 if l ) m .l m
w x Ž . ŽIn particular, if we set n [ 1, . . . , 1 the partition of n of maximal
.length , then
E i ( E i s 0w nx m
w x i Ž i.for any partition m / n . In particular, E ( Ý E s 0 andw nx m - w nx m
2i i i i iE s E ( p s E ( E s E .Ž .Ýw nx w nx n w nx m w nxž /
w xmF n
Moreover,
2
2i i i iE s 1 y E s 1 y E s EŽ .Ý Ým w nx w nx mž /
w x w xm- n m- n
and
E i ( E i s 1 y E i ( E i s 0.Ž .Ý m w nx w nx w nxž /
w xm- n
In other words, E i and Ý E i are two orthogonal idempotents.w nx m - w nx m
Ž i.  4Let us assume by induction that, for a given l, E j f is ab b ) l
complete family of orthogonal idempotents, where
f [ E i .Ý m
mFl
i i i i i Ž .We set g [ Ý E , k [ Ý E , h [ E , b [ Ý a ? N l , andm) l m m - l m l l pŽ m .sl m
i Ž . Ž .b [ b , where N l is defined in Lemma 3.1 ii .l
Ž .We are going to prove that k, h, g is a complete family of orthogonal
Ž i.  4idempotents. This implies that E j k is also a complete family ofb b G l
orthogonal idempotents, hence the proof of the theorem by induction.
If h s 0, the property is clear, so that we can assume h / 0 in what
follows.
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First of all, since E i ( E i s 0 if b ) g , we have for any m F l and anyb g
b - l,
g ( E i s 0 and h( E i s 0,m b
In particular,
g ( k s g ( f s g ( h s 0
and
h( k s 0.
Claim 5.5. We have b s 1.
Indeed,
h(1 s h( h q g q k s bh q h( g ,Ž .
Ž .since h( h s bh see the proof of Lemma 5.3 . Thus
h( g s 1 y b h.Ž .
On the other hand, according to the induction hypothesis, we have
h q k ( g s f ( g s 0,Ž .
since h q k s f , so that
k( g s b y 1 h.Ž .
Ž .By left composition with h, we get 0 s h( k( g s b b y 1 h. Since h / 0,
b is equal to 0 or 1.
To show that b is equal to 1, we interpolate between i and the canonical
Ž .Lie idempotent e see the example in Section 2 and use a continuity
argument to conclude. The canonical Lie idempotents e belong to then
Ž .descent algebra D A . The associated higher idempotents of the third
w xkind are the idempotents of GR . By the very definition of these idempo-
tents, be s 1 for any partition l. Let us introduce the one parameterl
family of Lie idempotents
e w xi [ e ? i q 1 y e ? e , e g 0, 1 l Q.Ž .n n n
0 1 w xWe have i s e and i s i . To any e g 0, 1 l Q are associated highern n n n
Ž i e .Lie idempotents of the third kind E , which can be computed bym < m <sn
using their definition, the definition of the higher idempotents of the
second kind, and the decomposition
p s F i e.Ýn m
< <m sn
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It follows that the coefficients ai
e
of the higher Lie idempotents of them
third kind depend polynomially on e . In particular, for any partition l, the
coefficient bi
e
depends polynomially on e . Since the polynomial functionl
i e  4 i0 ee ‹ b has its values in the discrete set 0, 1 and since b s b s 1, wel l l
i e w xhave b s 1 for all e g 0, 1 l Q and the proof of the claim is complete:l
b s bi s 1.l
Let us return to the theorem. The following identities hold:
g 2 s g , g ( h s 0, g ( k s 0,
h2 s h , h( k s 0, h( g s 0, k( g s 0.
We still have to prove that k 2 s k and k( h s 0. Expanding the identities
p ( k s k and k( p s k, we getn n
k s p ( k s g q k q h ( k s g ( k q k( k q h( k s k 2 ,Ž .n
k s k( p s k( g q k q h s k( g q k( k q k( h s k q k( h ,Ž .n
and the proof of Theorem 5.3 is complete.
Remark. Note that the higher Lie idempotents of the second may be
written
F i s a m ? iÝm n n
< <n sn
and that the coefficients may be computed using Definition 3.3 and 4.1.
Since Ý F i s p , we obtain, assuming that the i are linearly idempo-< m <sn m n m
Ž Ž ..tent for example, when A s T X ,
ai s a n .Ým m
< <n sn
Hence our approach provides a simple algorithm computation of the
i Ž w x.coefficients a compare KLT .m
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